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Chapter 2 Axioms of probability

1. Introduction.

· Probabilityis a math area dealing with random behaviors.

·Ithas a historyof more than 300 years in the study.

· Itcame from gambling in the earlystage, and
gamings ofchance.

2. Random experiments, outcomes, sample space, events.

Random experiments / outcomes.

Example:8 Toss a coin to get a head or a tail.

② Roll a dice to see the number of the top face.

③ Measure the height of a randomlychosen
student in the campus.

possible
ver

Def. I sample space). The set ofall outcomes of an experiment
is called the space of the experiment.



Usually, we use S to denote the sample space.

Example & Toss a coin once.

S =SH, T3.

Toss a coin twice.

S = 9 HH, HT, TH, TT)

② Roll a dice once

S =51,2,3,4,5,63.

Roll a dice 3 times.

3 =((i,j,k) =i,j,ke(1,2,3,4,5,63).
③ height of a randomly chosen student.(In meters)

S =[0s x <w).=(0,0)

Def (event) Let S be the sample space of an experiment.
Everysubset E of S is calledan event.

ne

If anoutcome of the experiment is contained in
that

the event E, then we say I has occurred.
nee



B. Basic operations on events.

union EUF-

#

ersection:ENE

complement E=SIE

· Null event.

We saytwo events E, F are meexclusive
if EMF =4.

· ,
E

are



· Laws.

is EUF=FUE, ENF=FrE commutative laws

En(FUG1 =(ErF) r(Eng) distributive law

EUCFUG)=(EUF) UG I associative laws

Er(FG) =(ErF) eG.

(ii) De Morgan's laws

(nE,En)=En

(E)=E,En?
Pf. Letus prove the firstequalityin (ii)

x =(En)
> x =S,x,En
Es x-S, X4En for n=1,2, ...

> xeEn for n=1,2, ...

E xeEn
n=1

Hence (En)=E,En? #



32.3. Axioms of probability,

Q:How can we definethe prob. of an event?

Entireapproach:

repeat the random experiment a times.
Let n (E) be the times that an event E
Occurs

Let
PCE) =hm



Drawbacks: I Whydoes the limit exist?

③ Even if the limit exist, whyis it

independent of the experiments?

The axiomatic approach to prob. (byKolmogrov)
Def. (Probof an event).

Letsbethesamplespace of
a

randomexperientthe
that assigns a value to each event E

such that the following 3 axioms hold:

Axiom 1: 0-P(E)?1, Vevent E.

Axiom 2: P(S)= 1.

Axiom 3: If E., En, .... are a sequence



of events which areinexclusive,
then

PeteP(En).
I countable additivityof prob. (

2.4. Some properties of probability.

Prop 1.P(4) =0.

Pf. Let E, = S, and En = 0 for n=2,3,....

Then E, E2, ..., are mutually exclusive.

ByAxiom 3,

P(nE,En) =E, PSEn)
=>P(E,) +P(Ez) +...

=>P(S) +P(0) +P(d)) +...

(HS21, RHSI) onlyoccurs when P(P) =0. A



Prop 2. (finite additivity (
LetEr, En,... En be mutuallyexclusive events.

Then

P), ER) =EPSEn

Pf. Define Ej =0 for I= n+1, n+2, ...

By Axiom 3,

P(,ER) = , (ER)
= E,P(ER) + EntPSEml
= E,P(Em) Since P(Ent)

=

P(Entz) -... -0

byProp 1(

Now the proposition follows from

Em = E, Er
A



Prop 3. P(EY = 1 - PSE).

Pf. Notice that

S =Ev Eudry....

ByAxiom 3 and Prop 1,
Axiom 2

1=P(S) =P(EG +P(E).

Hop4 Let E, F be two events. Then

P(EUF) = P(E)+P(F) - P(EME).

Pf.
EUF =EU (FTE)

Since Ee (FIE) = 0, so byAxiom 3,

P(EUF) =P(E) + P(FIE). D

↑



Now we consider PCFIE).

Notice that
F =(FIE) v (EnFl

"
red- ENF
blue - FLE.

Using Axiom 3 again,

P(F) =P(F(E) +P(ElE)

tience

P(F(E) =P(F) - P(EE) @

Plugging & into D yields the desired

identity.



Prop. 5. Suppose FzE. Then

P(F) < P(E).

Pf. Since FEE,

=Is
By Prop 2,

P(E) =P(F) +P(E)F).
Since P(E)F) Io byAxiom 1, it follows that

P(E) =P(F),
#



Prop 6. Let E.,E.,..;be a sequence of events.
Then

P(,En) =E, P(EnS.
(countable sub-additivityofprob.)

Proof. First we write En as the

union ofsome disjoint events. To do so,

Write

F, =E,

Fz =Ez)Ei

F3 =Es)(E,vEnl,

==En)Eil,



Then the following properties hold:

11 FnTEn, n = 1,...,

2) F, F2, ... are mutuallyexclusive.

Fi = Ei
i =1

Fi =EEr
i=1

(1) and (2) are easyto see. Below we onlyprove (4).
The proof of (3) is similar.

To show (4), recall thatFitE; so

*Fi , Ei
⑭Fib EiTo prove
i
=1 i =1

let xtYEi. Then xe Eifor some i.
i=1



Let so be the smallest integer such that

XtEin

Then
x=Ei) TEs =Fio.

Itfollows that

YE; I %Fi,
i=1

which proves (*)

Now using Axioms to PC nE, Fn)
we have

PC E, Fr) =E,P(En)
= P(En),

and we are done since

P(E,Fn) =P(,En).
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